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Price: 375,000€  Ref: SS54

Apartment

Finestrat

2

2

207m² Build Size

260m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

We are pleased to present this amazing new build project in the popular town of

Finestrat, only a short distance form the popular towns of Albir, Altea and Benidorm.This

project has a beautiful shallow ravine running through, and has been surrounding by

pure nature stone which gives a stunning impression. There will be a a unique

pedestrian bridge will be built over the ravine. Every property on this project will be

South facing, giving you maximum views and sunshine all year around. The panoramic

view takes in the Mediterranean Sea and the town of Benidorm, where in the evening

time you will ...(Ask for More Details!)
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We are pleased to present this amazing new build project in the popular town of Finestrat, only a short

distance form the popular towns of Albir, Altea and Benidorm.This project has a beautiful shallow ravine

running through, and has been surrounding by pure nature stone which gives a stunning impression. There

will be a a unique pedestrian bridge will be built over the ravine. Every property on this project will be South

facing, giving you maximum views and sunshine all year around. The panoramic view takes in the

Mediterranean Sea and the town of Benidorm, where in the evening time you will be thrilled by the stunning

Manhattan skyline!All of these duplex apartments have an amazing roof terrace with far reaching views.

Inside you will find a well equipped kitchen which includes a hob, extractor hood, oven, micro, built-in

dishwasher and built-in refrigerator. The contemporary style bathrooms are finished with a hanging toilet,

bathroom furniture, and a shower floor in the same tile as the bathroom floor. There is also electric underfloor

heating in the bathrooms. Each property will come with air conditioning, and a parking place along with

separate lockable storage areas.An amazing project with unique views, these properties are selling very fast,

please contact us and we will provide you a fully guided tour and all the options available for your new home

in the sun! One not to be missed!.
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